Car Club Challenge Association (CCCA) Meeting Minutes Nov 30, 2008

Minutes of Nov. 30, CCCA meeting held at Jitters Coffee, Redmond WA.

Officers in attendance: Kent, John, Kyle, Don. A total of fifteen members were in
attendance.
Majority decision was made that the CCC will have a maximum of 7 races at each track,
as currently scheduled, with no makeup day for any race. Vote to approve 7 to 4
A review of the ‘rules change’ procedures: Changes must be submitted by voice at a
CCC meeting, or in writing, to the President of the CCC, prior to the CCC monthly
meeting at which time the proposal will be discussed. Said proposal can then be
submitted to a vote at the following CCC meeting.
All existing rules were read and reviewed with the possibility of modification
at the next meeting
Much discussion of rules and enforcement: Sub 10 second passes and changing teams
during the course of the season. No vote taken
Proposed: charging CCC members a new entry fee for changing
teams: Discussed an additional fee, of $5 or maybe $10 for an additional CCCA number.
One entry and one club number. No vote taken
The decision to require an application form for entry to the CCC was announced. The
form would be filled out instead a simple book entry.
The possibility of two classes for CCC competitions was addressed with no conclusion.
It was proposed that any change be tried first at Bremerton Raceway.
Proposal to create a novice class for drivers/cars that fit the following
criteria:
First year of competition, or slower than 12.99 (exact time TBD), members
would move to next class after winning one race No vote taken
The following criteria were discussed with no conclusion:
Street tires (non traction tire) No vote taken

Gold Card awards were addressed. It was assumed that the tracks were to limit scope of
Gold Cards to CCC events only
The possibility of ending team point allocation for first round losers was discussed. This
would not affect drivers’ points. No vote taken

